Effective lecturer (maybe most effective in department)
In-class class participation
Worksheets helpful to gauge understanding

Very engaging/passionate about what he teaches, makes sure each student understands the material and will provide great office hours when the course is tough.

He knows the material inside and out and is excellent at explaining difficult concepts. He is always making sure that the class is following the lectures and finds alternative explanations if topics are unclear.

Outstanding professor, so clear that he is really passionate interested in what he's teaching and effective communication of these topics.

Very clear and concise lecturer through explanations and use of relatable, real-world examples.

Contended Examples, real-life applications. Very clear about what concept is being taught for the day.

Your notes - please provide sample examples. Class reviews were used effectively for class learning, pot slides and density were very interesting and engaging.

Very well-organized lesson plans, great problems and test notes.

Professor Erfan made great use of class time through structure. He began the day with a review of last class, used many examples, mixed whiteboard, slides, and handouts. Very effective.

Prof. Erfan made a great effort to work around my class and practice schedules, which I appreciated very much.

Few but very helpful assignments also very unique and enjoyable compared to other classes.

Incredibly helpful explaining problems I was stuck on. Concepts I didn't quite grasp

One of the best Compsci teachers in the department.

Extremely understanding, kind-hearted professor, easy to talk with.

He was always around late and accommodated my busy schedule.

Responds to emails at night and even on weekends.

Instructor: Quick and to the point, didn't waste my time explaining things that I already knew or were irrelevant.

Wonderful professor, cheerful, and willing to help.

Effective at teaching concepts and very accessible outside of class.

Very thorough in class about fundamental concepts.

Thorough & constructive

Knowable, accessible, and very well organized.

Very thorough, very helpful outside of class. Graded fairly. Very nice person.

Very nice, helpful at the office.

Hours: 9-10. He was extremely accessible by phone and email.
Great use of class time to advance learning.
Class very well organized/structured.
Great lecturer.
Super awesome/accessible guy.
Explains confusing topics well and always poses/expects questions.
Very invested in our education and worked hard to make sure everyone understood the material.
Makes good analogies to explain concepts in a way that was easy to understand. The in-class exercises also were helpful.
Very comfortable to talk to outside of class.
Very helpful in re-explaining concepts taught in lecture.
Prof. Irfan is always eager to help students outside of class.
Great interactive lectures. I was actually engaged 80-90% of the time. Very emotional presentation style. Knows what he is talking about.
Cares a lot, smart, understanding.
Straightforward teaching, solid lectures, assignments/tests were fair.
Amazing prof. Don’t let this one slip away. CS needs good teachers, and he fits the bill.
A lot of great feedback, esp. on programming assignments.
Shows good planning, cares about students.
Great attitude and does an excellent job of making sure students are not intimidated.
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Would really recc. at 1:00 or on a Sunday morning.

Organized/Structured lectures with short, time limited.

Very responsive to email and had more office hours than any other instructor I’ve had at Bam. 

Email responses are so fast!

I liked that the course covered a lot of content that is not taught in other CS courses and is applicable to a lot of real-life issues.

Loved organization, materials, pace, etc.

I hope Bam recr. decides to make him permanent.

Great real-world examples to explain concepts and engage.

The applications of networks in real world is very interesting. I liked the reading as well.

Extremely prompt and compassionate with people.